
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of product
manager, digital. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While
this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of
the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for product manager, digital

Leverage a world-class knowledge base to drive and pivot as needed to
ideate and industrialize market specific software products
Evangelize true user-centered method throughout the user community
(internal & external)
Monitor best practices over the digital space in order to identify
opportunities and new technologies
Own customer engagement for digital product with thorough knowledge of
the specific digital product
Developing innovative solutions that always put our customers first
Leading our digital operation plan to ensure all targets and key performance
indicators (KPI’s) are met
Using your expertise to guide and advise your colleagues across the
customer network, supporting us to better understand and deliver for our
customers
Write product specifications and work directly with other product teams
during their product development cycle
Organize and maintain each project’s respective backlog through grooming
sessions, daily standups, and sprint planning
Evaluating vendor and/or products to insure they will meet current or future
needs

Qualifications for product manager, digital
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Consumer / media experience, with demonstrated success leading mobile-
first consumer products (Native and/or Mobile Web)
Strong knowledge of content management systems / publishing platforms,
APIs, and 3rd party integrations
Proven track record of driving audience and engagement growth metrics
Experience in both large and small companies with the hands-on ability to
work with teams in a start-up environment
Degree in a technology-oriented field, or equivalent experience
Ability to multitask and prioritize in a deadline driven environment and work
well with different stakeholders


